• Electro-Mechanical Assembly
• Enclosure Modification
• Kitting
• Pneumatic Assembly
• Rail/Duct/Tube Cutting
• Identification
With over 25 years of experience in developing a vast array of customer specific services and programs, Steven Engineering has the knowledge and expertise to assist in lowering associated costs in all facets of procurement and production.

- 99.86% Quality Rating over the last seven years
- Design/Technical Assistance
- CAD Capabilities
- First Article

- Partnerships
  - U.L. Panel Shops
  - System Integrators
- Project Management
- Testing
**Electro-Mechanical Assembly**
Sub-assemblies built to your specifications and shipped under one convenient part number allowing you to focus on your final turnkey build saving you time in production, procurement, and material handling. Our extensive inventory allows us to quickly and efficiently meet your needs.

- DIN rail assemblies
- Cable assemblies
- Components
- Customer designs
- Switches

---

**Save time and money with Ste**

---

**Enclosure Modification**
Enclosures are modified to your exact specifications and are ready for your parts to be installed. Or, we can really make your life easier by completing the entire assembly for you. Our Mod Center has the capability to machine steel, fiberglass, polycarbonate, and even stainless steel enclosures.

- Enclosure cutouts
- Panel drilling and tapping
- Accessory installation
- Panel sizes to 76” x 92”
- All machined edges de-burred and painted


**Kitting**
We can help you combine all of your components and/or assemblies into one convenient package. Control your overall costs by combining multiple components into a single part number, thus reducing product handling, inventory, and unnecessary suppliers.

- Reduce the amount of receiving/product handling
- Reduce inventory
- Consolidate vendors/supply chain
- Specialized packaging and labeling

---

**Pneumatic Assembly**
Allow our factory trained technicians to assemble your pneumatic requirements. Receive one convenient assembly instead of the many components required for your build. All assemblies are fully tested by one of our pneumatics specialists upon completion for quality assurance.

- Manifold with valves, fittings, and accessories
- Air preparation assemblies
- Cylinder modification
- Auto switch installation and termination
**Rail/Duct/Tube Cutting**

Receive your material requirements pre-cut and ready for installation, allowing you to focus on the more complex aspects of your application. Our precision cutting, notching and drilling equipment will deliver accurate and burr-free products.

- Any style of DIN rail
- Wire duct (angled or straight cuts)
- Wide range of pneumatic tubing
- Busbar

**Identification**

Your labeling needs printed to your specifications utilizing our multitude of marking equipment. From simple panel tags to fully engraved panel overlays. Labels can be for indoor or outdoor use. Various types of materials and shapes are available.

- Engraving
- Legend Plates
- Terminal block marking
- Component labeling
- Wire labeling
- Barcoding
Contract Manufacturing Services for Your Industry

www.StevenEngineering.com

Controls for Industry
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